Shifting Shades of Gray :
A Musical Dynasty in Mediaeval Aberdeen
- D James Ross Towards the end of 2021, I was delighted to be preparing the Mass Cantate attributed
to the 16th-century Scottish composer Robert Carver with my choir Musick Fyne for
two candle-lit Christmas performances. How quickly things change! With both
concerts postponed due to Covid, I found myself with time on my hands. Then I
discovered that the first eight volumes of the Aberdeen Registers (1398-1511) have
been digitised and are available to search online!

i

As a graduate of Aberdeen

University who has spent a fair part of his life singing and conducting the music of
Carver, as well as researching and writing about his life,

ii

I decided to resume my

ongoing quest for the composer’s Aberdeen roots.
Previous scrutiny of the Aberdeen Registers by Dr John Durkan had already
established a connection between the composer and the city – on 31/3/1505 Carver’s
maternal uncle, Andrew Gray a singing canon at St Nicholas Parish Church, had left
him a property in Aberdeen’s Guest Row (Gastrow). In 1492 St Nicholas boasted a
college of 22 chaplains, each one a ‘chorister, a singer of plainsong, that can sing
anthems, responsories and versicles, epistles, gospels, masses and legends.’ On the
appointment of Richard Boyle (Boyl) as master of the in-house song school in 1483,
his employment contract made clear that he was to prepare boys to serve in the St
Nicholas choir. Bolstered with these highly-trained boy trebles, the choir could have
tackled even the most opulently scored works of Robert Carver, such as his 10-part
Mass Dum sacrum mysterium or his celebrated 19-part motet, O bone Jesu

iii

- or for

that matter the later six-part Mass Cantate.
Working outwards from this reference to Robert Carver in the Registers and using the
Chartulary of St Nicholas Parish Church, Aberdeen, in 2005 I incorporated the
Aberdeen connection in the first part of a putative biography for the composer.

iv

However, I was aware that much work remained to be done, and now an important
resource, the Aberdeen Registers, is readily accessible and available to search.

[A detail of Aberdeen city centre from Parson James Gordon’s pictorial map (1661)
NLS. It features St Nicholas Parish Church (the ‘Great Church’) surrounded by its
cemetery, the associated song school at its west end (i), and to its north-east, the
Guest Row (d). Although later demolished as a slum, at this time the Guest Row looks
very prosperous – many of the houses on the west side, one of which was the house
left by Andrew Gray to Robert Carver, have large gardens, several with trees.]
The research team for the Law in the Aberdeen Council Registers project v has done a
remarkable job transcribing the often hasty and near-indecipherable handiwork of the
15th- and 16th-century Scottish municipal scribes. The original handwriting is
frequently so challenging that, even when the contents of a given passage are known
in advance, actually locating key words can be a problem. (The words ‘dompni
Roberti Kervour cannonici’ appear, this time without contractions, in the tenth line of
the main body of the document below, but can you spot them?) Using the search tool
on the ARO website is occasionally complicated by the notoriously random nature of
16th-century spelling, not least of names, so searching for specific named individuals
demands imaginatively wide parameters.

[This facsimile of a document from the Aberdeen Registers dated 31/3/1505 (CA/1/1/8
page 434) is reproduced by kind permission of Aberdeen City & Aberdeenshire
Archives. It features in the top left margin the heading ‘Inquisicion dompni Roberti
Kervour cannonici de skona’.]

I was encouraged by immediately finding a number of additional references to Robert
Carver’s inheritance from his musician uncle, including a rather colourful one
involving a still for producing aqua vitae and rosewater. Unbeknown to me, the
Scottish drinks industry had already latched on to what is assumed to be the first
reference to whisky distilling in Scotland – in fact, while aqua vitae may indeed be
whisky, it could equally be a spirit for medicinal use. It is interesting that Carver’s
procurator and factor, Andrew Crawford (Craufurd), is so tenacious in his pursuit of
the still and the rest of his client’s inheritance. It has been argued that as an
Augustinian monk, Carver would not have been allowed to own property of any kind.
However, I think it is significant that later in 1505 he is personally enfeoffed in the
royally-sanctioned sasine for the Guest Row property, and that Crawford is clearly
trying to retrieve the actual still, rather than simply recoup its value. The rent from the
property would support the young composer during his studies and also later during
his extended career as a canon of Scone Abbey, while I like to think that the still
might have added an element of luxury to an otherwise relatively spartan existence.
As Carver lived long enough to experience the destruction of Scone Abbey at the
Reformation, he may have been grateful to have had independent means in his
extreme old age, to supplement the two-thirds of his former monastic ‘portion’ that
were left him by the new Reformed régime.

[As this City of Aberdeen information plaque suggests, the original Guest Row was
largely demolished in the 19th century – the accompanying depiction is an artist’s
impression. The old spelling, ‘Gastrow’, and its proximity to St Nicholas cemetery
make the ghostly derivation plausible. Ironically, there is now a branch of The Body
Shop there!]
Just when the additional evidence seemed neatly to corroborate what we already
suspected about the composer, things began to get complicated. It became clear that
the Registers and the St Nicholas Chartulary suggested that there might be more than
one Andrew Crawford. One of these, probably the man handling Carver’s affairs,
went on to have a prominent local career as a lawyer and public notary, and was
possibly still alive in 1539, by which time he had acquired the designation ‘senior’
and had been joined in the Burgh Registers by an Andrew Crawford ‘junior’.
However, a very puzzling document from 26/1/1505, just before the references to
Carver’s inheritance, seems to show Andrew Crawford inheriting the same Guest

Row property from his maternal uncle, Andrew Gray! Initially, I thought that this
might involve a simple scribal confusion between procurator/factor (Crawford) and
client (Carver), but there has been no attempt to amend or cancel the earlier document
in favour of the later one. Gradually another distinct Andrew Crawford was beginning
to emerge.

[The choir of St Nicholas Parish Church as it might have looked in the 16th century,
while its imposing spire dominates the city centre, viewed from the south, in James
Gordon’s map (1661).]
Like his uncle, Andrew Gray, this Andrew Crawford was a musician, a singing canon
and chaplain of a series of altars in St Nicholas until his death some time before
20/9/1505 – in fact, a gap in the Chartulary means that he might have died as early as
February 1505. His brief career in the Registers begins with a document dated
5/5/1497, which declares that ‘for his good service done and to be done’ in St
Nicholas Parish Church, Andrew Crawford is to be awarded the first perpetual
chaplainry to become vacant. This unusual ‘fast-tracking’ suggests to me that Andrew
Crawford, probably a very young man on the threshold of his career, had already, like
his cousin Robert Carver, demonstrated exceptional musical skills. One might also

suspect that the avuncular influence of an established singing canon could have both
inspired his nephews and eased their access to his privileged world – we know that
appointments to the college were at the behest of the established canons. Furthermore
as we have seen, at his death, Andrew Crawford was chaplain of the altar of St
Michael, the altar at which his late uncle had served several years before.
So it seems that in addition to Carver’s mother, Andrew Gray had a second sister,
whose son, Andrew Crawford, chaplain, was in the process of inheriting his late
uncle’s property, when early in 1505 he died, prematurely and unexpectedly, before
the process could be finalised - in March 1505 the inheritance duly passed to Carver.
The fact that the young chaplain and Carver’s factor share the same name, Andrew
Crawford, begins to seem less of a coincidence once we realise there was a Crawford
branch of the Gray family. In an effort to ‘keep things in the family’, might not
Carver’s factor Andrew Crawford also be his uncle, who had naturally passed his
baptismal name on to his chaplain son – then after the latter’s premature death, to a
later son, Andrew Crawford junior?

[The first picture shows mediaeval canons singing from a choirbook like the Carver
Choirbook, the manuscript containing most of Robert Carver’s surviving music. The
second group seem to be using a set of partbooks, like the Dowglas/Fischar
Partbooks, which record the Mass ‘Cantate’, attributed to Robert Carver.]
Thanks to the Chartulary, I had previously been able to identify chaplain Andrew
Gray’s parents, Carver’s grandparents, as Robert Gray and Helen (Elen/Elena) Gavit.

It turns out that Robert Gray also features regularly in the Registers in the 1450s and
early 60s as a mariner, the master and part owner of various vessels, including the
‘Mary Knycht’ and the ‘Nicolace’, barges trading wool and skins to Flanders, Zeeland
and Danzig – a profitable business, providing ‘god sendis gude aventur of see and
sand’ as the Registers put it. By 19/11/1464 Helen is described in the Chartulary as
Robert’s relict, and on 21/10/1493 Andrew Gray institutes a mass of the Name of
Jesus in memory of both his parents, and with eventual provision for his own
requiem. I was struck by this discovery of a potential sea-going ancestry for Carver,
having always heard surging ocean waves in the magnificent sweep of his choral
music.
Incidentally, the Chartulary and the Registers also provide details of another Gray,
Alexander, a contemporary of Andrew Gray and, like him, a singing canon at St
Nicholas – perhaps his brother in God was also his brother in blood, a fourth child of
Robert Gray and Helen Gavit and a second musical uncle for Robert Carver? Having
expanded the composer’s family tree by identifying a maternal aunt and a first cousin,
Andrew Crawford, a possible uncle of the same name, as well as a further potential
uncle, Alexander Gray, I decided to resume my search for his parents.
Amongst a surprising dearth of Carvers, I had found a John Carver (Kervour) in
documents of 1495 and 1496 in connection with litigation regarding payment for the
making of a towel cupboard, by which time he was already deceased. This man, a
cabinet maker and so literally a carver, could conceivably be the composer’s father –
his death before 1495, when the composer would only have been a child of seven or
eight, would have added urgency to securing financial support from his uncle in 1505.
On the other hand, John Carver the joiner may not have had sufficient social status to
marry into the Gray family, which boasted at least three successful church musicians.
Another John Carver (Curwour/Currour), an Aberdeen burgess married by 19/2/1497
to Mariota, widow of William Cantly (Cantuly), seemed altogether more promising.
Frustratingly, Mariota’s widowed state deprives us of her maiden name – was she
born Mariota Gray, the sister of Andrew Gray?
The Registers would soon provide an answer, if not one I anticipated. Also on
19/2/1479, John Carver engages in litigation against Matthew Fichet, tutor of Jock

Steven (Stevyn), son of the late Richard Steven. John Carver is acting on behalf of
Marion Steven, who the Burgh Registers describe clearly as his wife. Dr Jim Reid
Baxter has pointed out the crucial fact that until the 18th century Scottish married
women retained their maiden names. If Marion Steven were to be Jock Steven’s
mother and Richard Steven’s widow, she would have been referred to as his relict.
Rather than being his widow, she is evidently a blood relative, whose maiden name is
Steven - possibly Richard Steven’s sister, seeking to gain control of the affairs of her
nephew, Jock, from the tutor Fichet. It also follows that she is one and the same
person as Mariota, widow of William Cantly and now the wife of John Carver. That
these two alternative forms of the name could be used to denote the same person in
adjacent documents drawn up on the same day, probably even by the same scribe, is a
striking example of the cavalier attitude to spelling at the time! A Marion might, it
seems, just as easily be a Mariota, but what she can’t be with the maiden name Steven
is a sister of Andrew Gray – or can she?
We know that Mariota was a widow when John Carver married her. What if Andrew
Gray’s mother, Helen Gavit was also a widow with at least one child when she
married Robert Gray? Prompt second marriages of individuals left with young
children were extremely common in a world where vaccination was unknown, the
scent of rosewater proved largely ineffective in repelling evil miasmas, and even
home-distilled aqua vitae frequently failed to restore life. Robert Carver lived into his
eighties, but more typically death claimed his cousin, Andrew Crawford, before he
was out of his twenties, and Jock Steven had lost both his parents while still a child.
However, the plain fact is that we have no documentation describing Helen Gavit as
wife or relict of any Steven, let alone as mother of Richard and Marion, and
grandmother of young Jock. This being so, and given that my evidence linking the
composer with John Carver and his wife Mariota had always been at best tenuous and
circumstantial, in the absence of any indication that Robert Carver was born and
raised in Aberdeen, we should now probably be seeking his parents elsewhere.
While Carver spent the whole of his adult life as a canon of Scone Abbey, studying,
composing and probably directing performances of choral music, it seems that back in
Aberdeen, the Gray dynasty continued to play a prominent musical role right up to
Reformation. The Chartulary records that on 16/11/1556 John Black (Blak), chaplain

in the choir of St Nicholas, master of the song school and a noted composer in his
own right, presented ‘a cunning and qualified person’, Andrew Gray before an
appointment panel. He was duly accepted into the college – one last musical Gray in a
long tradition. By 1556, on the eve of Reformation, the days of highly-trained singing
canons interweaving their voices in complex polyphony were strictly numbered. By
1575, the Parish Church is being stripped down for the new, more modest demands of
protestant worship - the musician John Black, a reluctant protestant, is being paid to
remove the pipes of the St Nicholas organ and dismantle its case. In 1594 the rents
and donations, which had been financing the college of singing chaplains, are
described as belonging to the burgh, and shortly afterwards are redirected to pay the
provost – with no organ and no college of singing men, the rich musical tradition of
the 15th- and 16th-century St Nicholas Parish Church was effectively at an end.
Perhaps it is a mark of successful research, when you come up with information that
confirms none of your preconceptions, but rather opens entirely unexpected windows
on the past. I had found no evidence of Robert Carver’s childhood or musical
education in Aberdeen, but then children are rarely named in burgh records or
chartularies. The fact that the lawyer Andrew Gray is identified as Carver’s factor
suggests that by 1505 the composer’s affairs are being managed in his absence, a
situation confirmed by the fact that Carver is already designated in the Registers as a
canon of Scone. It seems likely that after a period of study, financially supported by
the rent from his recently inherited Guest Row property, Robert Carver spent the rest
of his long life in the royal Abbey of Scone. Furthermore, for several years after
Carver inherited the Guest Row property, it is perhaps significant that the house
continued to be identified in the Registers with the late Andrew Gray, a name familiar
in Aberdeen, rather than with the absentee landlord, a canon of Scone and a remote
stranger, who had possibly never set foot in Aberdeen. So, although I am further than
ever from identifying his parents, I have probably found a new aunt and a short-lived
musical cousin for the composer – and the details of the whisky and rosewater still he
inherited from his uncle add a welcome dash of flavour to an otherwise rather dry
world of litigation and property rights.

Robert Gray = Helen Gavit
(Mariner)
____________________

(?Son 3)

Alexander Gray
(Daughter 1) =
(Canon)
(?Andrew) Crawford
(?Lawyer)

(?Son)

Andrew Crawford
(Canon)

Andrew Gray
(Canon)

(Daughter 2) =
(?) Carver

Robert Carver
(Canon)

Andrew Gray
(Canon)
[A speculative family tree for the composer, Robert Carver. If the Andrew Gray
appointed a canon in 1556 is a direct descendant of Robert Gray and Helen Gavit,
since neither Andrew nor Alexander could have had legitimate offspring, we must
assume they had a brother, who would be the father or grandfather of this last canon
Andrew Gray.]
Inevitably, there remain many uncertainties regarding the life of Robert Carver, canon
of Scone. For that matter, we can’t even be sure that he composed the Mass ‘Cantate’
that we have been working on, although his distinctive musical fingerprints are all
over this beautiful masterpiece. Just before the latest Lockdown, we were able to
perform the Gloria of this Mass in St Machar’s Cathedral, Aberdeen as part of a
concert of music, which might have been played and sung there in the 15th and 16th
centuries. And of course it was as students in Aberdeen in the 1980s that we staged
first modern performances in St Machar’s and King’s College Chapel of a series of
Carver masses. If it now seems that Carver may not after all have been raised or
trained in Aberdeen, what is certain is that he was part of a remarkable dynasty of
Aberdonian church musicians, the Gray family ; that he boasted at least two (and
possibly four) other singing canons amongst his close relatives ; and that he went on
to compose some of the finest music to be heard in Europe at the time - or since.
___________________________________________________
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